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Without exaggeration, Net Promoter SCORE® is the best tool for measurement and
evaluation of customer satisfaction. Yet the worst things you can use it for are those
which rookies most often use it for.

And that is why we prepared this e-book, in which we advise how to avoid these
mistakes, how to properly implement Net Promoter System® in your organization, and
how to get the maximum from this easy but incredibly powerful system.
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Before delving into an explanation of the most useful activities that the Net Promoter
System (hereinafter NPS) can perform, I’ll describe a very common story that I’ve been
hearing very during my time implementing NPS to various organizations:
"You learned about Net Promoter Score®, you've probably seen your competitors use
the rating system, you heard about its positive contribution to company management
and prosperity which caught your attention and you decided to get a little more
information.
You checked the first few search results about measuring customer loyalty, typed Net
Promoter Score® into Google and signed you up for the first test version of the program
for measuring NPS that you found. You found out that it might not be so complex. You
manually loaded a ton of your customer data, you customized graphic design according
to your requirements, and finally you have sent out your first wave of customer
satisfaction surveys
You have read that the result of this survey is one single number called the Net
Promoter Score® of your organization. And that this number can be compared to other
companies in your market (benchmarking). So you settled comfortably, let the software
do the work for you and you have been waiting impatiently for the first feedback to
arrive from your customers. And that’s what later happened.
Within a few days you had the NPS result for your organization. You did not know what
to do next, so you compared the value to your competition’s numbers and that was all
you did with NPS."
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Do you recognize yourself in the scenario? If you do, please read the following lines
and start again slowly. If you don’t, even better, that gives you a better chance to
develop good habits for using NPS. Either way, thank you for your desire to understand
the NPS a little more than others and I promise that NPS will become a really powerful
tool for you and your organization.
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Good and bad habits
I heard the story from the beginning of this publication a hundred times from various
clients. Now I’ll explain why that way you lost about 95% of the positive effects that
this powerful tool could bring to your organization. If you understood the capabilities
of NPS better and know how to use it properly, you surely wouldn’t voluntarily lose
these benefits of good implementation of NPS:
-

A dramatic increase in sales and turnover (from organic, i.e. unpaid sources)

-

Significant reduction of your customers leaving for competitors (you uniquely
identify customers who are likely to leave in the short term)

-

Your customers’ loyalty continuously changes from passives to active
promoters

-

You create a fully automated marketing tool that works for you 24/7/365.

-

You’re finding new business opportunities

-

Knowledge which will clearly evaluate the functionality of your product or
service can significantly improve your sales.

You missed all this because you did not use the most important possibilities that NPS
can offer. It's like when you're running a marketing campaign that does not have a
clearly defined plan and objectives. You spend a lot of money, use ad-hoc marketing
channels, according to where the competition advertises, etc. And it is no wonder that
the campaign simply does not work. It doesn’t return the money invested. It fails to
fulfill expectations. And the same can happen with Net Promoter Score - you need to
have a clear vision, a clear plan and a good understanding to be able to fully leverage
the system to bring you all the positive effects.
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Good habits and knowledge of the Net Promoter System® methodology will in fact
provide you with exponentially greater value than you can get from engaging
customers in decisions of your company. If you learn to measure, evaluate and prepare
actions based on good NPS habits, I guarantee you that the results will come very soon.
The good habits mainly include:
-

Collect reviews from your customers continuously (not in bursts)

-

Attend to customers who are willing to help you

-

Keep track of your score over time and depending on the changes made

-

Follow the trends that customers currently want (you can find them in their
free-form comments)

-

Segment your customers and watch how the various customer groups differ

-

Connect the customer’s economic value with their satisfaction (in both the
short and long-term view)

-

Examine the loyalty and satisfaction in retrospective for individual customers.

It is these good habits being used within NPS that are a good framework in which
feedback from customers delivers you the greatest possible benefit and transforms
your organization slowly but surely into a customer-oriented management style.
Without exaggeration, I dare say that is an inevitable trend nowadays.
Let’s describe the individual good habits of NPS use in more detail.
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Collect feedback continuously rather than in
bursts
The real strength of Net Promoter SCORE® comes from the interaction with your
customers that follows, not the score itself. It comes from the contact with every
customer who gave you support by giving you any evaluation, suggestion for
improvement or criticism. Any feedback and any closed case with a customer rapidly
increases their confidence in your organization and deepens your relationship, which
leads to easier cross-selling or up-selling of your products and services.
If you choose to send all surveys at once (see the example at the beginning of this
publication), it will be almost impossible to reply to everyone. Moreover, you won’t
have the time to create real relationships with customers, which can help your
company so much. Remember the golden rule – it’s better not to measure NPS at all
rather than having your customers try to communicate with you without getting a
reply.
That’s where my first advice comes from:
For transactional business models (where the customer activates his
relationship with the company by buying or using services) the survey
should be sent right after the transaction, but with such a delay to give the
customer the opportunity to get well acquainted with the product or your services. It
could be 10 days after the purchase (the actual time varies greatly depending on the
actual sector). For example, for very important customers you can set the first survey
to be sent after 10 days, then another one after 90 days (long-term statistics sow that
90 days is the ideal time for the next survey).
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That will allow you to examine customer satisfaction throughout the product life cycle,
and because surveying is performed continuously, it gives you the time to react to
everyone and build a relationship with them. It is also advisable to monitor how
customer satisfaction changes throughout the lifecycle of your product.
For business models which use a long-term subscription and the customer does not
perform transactions repeatedly, it is advisable to choose the period of 90 days again.
Ask the customer about their current satisfaction every three months. That will give
you an overview of customer satisfaction during the time they’ve been using your
product/service. In the future, these data will be very useful and you’ll be able to use
them to support your long-term strategic decisions.
If you wonder how such continual questioning can be performed from a technical
perspective, there are several ways. Any good software for processing NPS should be
able to:
-

Manually add customers directly into the program

-

Add customers directly into the program in bulk (in batches once in a while,
for example via CSV or XML files)

-

Automatically add customers in bulk (automatically add new customers once
in the specified period of time)

-

Automatically add customers into the program in real-time (customers are
added directly via API, for example from your accounting system, cash
registers, etc.).

After adding a new customer, the program for measuring NPS knows what to do and
will then take care of collecting feedback and reporting. Various programs for
measuring NPS vary in how they can care about your customer afterwards, how they
report the data to you, to what extent they are watching dissatisfied customers, etc.
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Take a really good care of your customers!
When you send someone a survey and they spend time replying to it, you should
appreciate their response. There are several ways to establish communication with
the customer, but keep in mind that every communication with a customer builds their
relationship with your company. Whether you send an automatic email thanking them
for their response or you reach out personally, it is always better than not
communicating at all.a
Z toho plyne má další rada:
Using automated tools such as InsightSofa, you can automate certain
things (according to pre-defined rules) and do other things personally.
Divide your customer into groups, and set up different kinds of automatic
responses for these groups. Here’s an example:
-

If the customer rated their satisfaction 9-10 – set up an email thanking them
for the high rating and suggesting the customer whether they have any
questions for you. If they do, contact them immediately.

-

If the customer rated their satisfaction 1-5 - set up a notification to be sent to
a customer care employee with instructions that they should immediately
contact the customer personally. Personal contact works best in this case.

-

If the customer fills in the open-ended question - set up a notification to be
sent to a customer care employee with instructions that they should
immediately contact the customer personally.

Obviously I’m not describing all the options which a good tool for measuring NPS allows
you to configure. An automatic response thanking the customer for taking their time
to complete the survey should be a matter of course. Remember that by
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communicating, you’re building relationships you’re your customers. Whatever
evaluation they gave, by communicating and addressing their problem, their
relationship to your company deepens gradually.
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Follow all results over time.
Think back to the example I mentioned at the beginning of the publication. Avoid the
mistake of sending surveys to all your customers at the same time and thus getting
"only" a one-off evaluation. It tells you very little in the first place – you may reach
customers who do not have your product anymore / do not use your service anymore.
What’s even worse it does not give you the opportunity to build a relationship with
your customers, who are willing to help you (or buy your product / service again).
Make sure to remember the following sentence.
The trend and development of NPS is more important than the score itself.
Customer loyalty varies in time as they use your products or services. Even your
organization changes. You’re making a variety of modifications, improvements and so
on. Those are the right moments to watch how they reflect in NPS and to draw
appropriate conclusions. You can achieve that only if you follow NPS of your customers
systematically over time.
That’s why the next advice is:
Based on numerous NPS implementations and surveys it was found that the
optimum number of interactions with a customer is 4 surveys per year. That
brings us back to the rule of thumb that you should survey the customer about
90 days from the previous survey. That will give you plenty of time to maintain
a relationship (communication) with your customers and at the same time, it avoids
bothering them with numerous surveys unnecessarily.
Advanced Net Promoter Score® applications will monitor these times for you and will
not bother the customer earlier. So make sure to choose carefully.
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Segmenting customers conveys better views.
The power of Net Promoter Score® is in its ratio of simplicity to efficiency. Do not settle
only with the actual score itself in any case. You should label this score further. Modern
applications will do it for you and offer you significant insight into why, because of
which features or which causes your customers are disappointed or conversely, what
they like.
Focus on segmentation of customers according to their achieved turnover. It’s very
easy to get a real-time view of customers who are both your promoters and are
spending a lot of money on your products - and send them some impetus to further
purchase. Or you can look at detractors who spend almost nothing. I’ll leave the
strategy of how to deal with them completely up to you.
That’s why the next advice is:
Learn to label your customers’ responses. Knowing who gives an evaluation
and why will allow you to track which products/services/departments are
effective, and which aren’t.
And yes, you guessed right - you can even watch the trend of development in these
ratings. Did you measure result in improved or decreased customer satisfaction? You
didn’t have such data before you implemented NPS into your organization. They are
beyond comparison with any short-term accounting data.
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Monitoring changes in individual customer
satisfaction.
So far we have only talked about how to monitor the NPS ratings from your customers
based on certain segments, labelled responses and across a time period. We were
always talking about NPS as an indicator for a certain group of customers or as an
evaluation of your products/services.
But there is one more very important metric – monitoring of specific customers over
time. Again, if you choose quality software, it can watch it for you. For example, if the
customer has been your promoter for a long time and their ratings begin to decline, a
customer care employee can be notified of that fact and urgently address that case.
With this feature, you can identify potential churn before they actually leave you. That
gives you enough time to offer a benefit to the customer to retain them. Remember
the rule: "Keeping a regular customer is ten times cheaper than to acquire a new one."
That’s why the next advice is:
Follow the trend of individual customers in time and act before any problem
actually happens. Let your system for measuring NPS recognize such
customers and notify your customer care automatically. You can do that
both for declining and for growing loyalty. You always want to know why the loyalty of
customers to your product increases or decreases.
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And finally…
Net Promoter System® is a comprehensive metric and set of activities that are proven
to help companies build business and healthy profits. Its use, however, involves a clear
understanding of what to expect from this metric, how to use it, and, most
importantly, how to transform its results into a new, customer-oriented way to
manage the company. Selecting the appropriate tool can make that much easier and
much more enjoyable. Remember that correct implementation of this system is
absolutely crucial.
If you require more information about Net Promoter System®, visit the education
section at www.insightsofa.com where you'll find a lot of interesting material that can
make your journey to the proper implementation of the NPS in your organization very
enjoyable.
If you like the idea of introducing Net Promoter System® into your organization or
perhaps just improving its operation, please do not hesitate to contact us. We will
provide the know-how of our development team of the InsightSofa tool for measuring
NPS and the consulting team for proper implementation of the system for your specific
needs.
I wish you a lot of success!
Ales Rouček
InsightSofa.com
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